Win a trip to Salzburg

BÜRMOOS, Austria: Get your phone ready, smile, take a photo and post your selfie! W&H’s “From a patient to a fan” image campaign is running a big competition until 31 December.

The competition runs until 31 December 2018. The prizes are non-transferable and may not be redeemed for cash. Further information on the prizes and conditions of entry may be found at patient2fan.com.

The prizes in detail:

- Two trips to Salzburg for six people (Thursday to Sunday in June 2019)
  - Flights to and from Salzburg
  - Four days and three nights in a four-star hotel
  - Factory tour at W&H’s headquarters in Bürmoos
  - Evening meal on the Friday
  - Sound of Music tour

- Eight laser-engraved instruments: The winners will each receive a turbine or a contra-angle handpiece, engraved with their choice of “Dr S. Mile”, “Dr X. Pert”, “Dr Sue Perstar”, “Dr Phil Good”, “Dr I. Trust” or “Dr B. Happy”.

- W&H surgical caps: All entrants will each receive a surgical cap printed with “Dr X. Pert” or “Dr Sue Perstar”.
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